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WHAT IS PANTO?

PantoSoc has a proud history of putting on high-quality productions at UWA since 2003. The pantomime style dates back to classical theatre. It is a traditional British form of theatre that features audience interaction, so feel free to heckle with phrases such as “He's behind you!” and “Oh no you're not!”

KEEP IN TOUCH!

We perform three original shows every year: one each semester, and a family-friendly Christmas show in December, with proceeds going to charity, because we’re nice guys.

To keep up to date with our latest events, add us on Facebook or visit uwapanto.com.au. We also have a Youtube with past shows and behind the scenes extras over at youtube.com/uwapanto. You can email us anytime at uwapanto@gmail.com with any questions!
AUTOGRAPHS!
Stick around after the show to meet your favourite characters!

THE SNOW QUEEN’S HEIR
The reign of the Snow Queen is coming to an end, but with no children to succeed her, the responsibility has been presented to her favourite snow man - the friendly Olaf. Snow ruling over snow - it seems like the perfect solution! That’s until word of the plan gets to the Sun Realm, where the power hungry son of the Sun King (the Sun Son), seizes the opportunity to turn the Snow Realm against their future leader. Using his evil mirror, he can weaken the Snow Realm and take it over. Can Olaf prove himself and win the love of the realm before it’s too late?

This is an all new story, but you’ll recognise some of your favourite elements from both Hans Christian Andersen’s The Snow Queen, and Disney’s Frozen!

SCENES
Scene 1: It Takes One to Snow One
Scene 2: Some Like It Warm
Scene 3: Light a Tree, Spark a Riot
Scene 4: A King in Training
Scene 5: Into the Woods
Scene 6: Snowdown
Scene 7: All Aboard the Santa Train to Coronation Station
**THE SNOW REALM**

The Snow Queen  
Laura Williams

Olaf  
Jono Astbury

Anna  
Alysha Macri

Kristoff  
Sven Ironside

Bae  
Nicola Macri

Rubee  
Ruby Breen

Willoughbee  
Sarah Coulton

Digbee  
Avory Allen

Gatsbee  
Laura Hodge

Nickelbee  
Emma Kitching

Bartelbee  
Jack Dawson

Tortoise  
Laura Hodge

Hare  
Shanii Austin

Cousin-Itt-Looking-Person  
Daniel Hu

The Disembodied Voice of the Whispering Wind  
Cat Coetzer

Frost Maiden  
Katherine Italiano

Snow Cone Machine Repair Guy  
Adam Heap

**THANK YOUS!!!**

Uni Print

UWA Guild

UniTheatres

RedKite

Subiaco Farmers Markets

The City of Perth

Our Ushers: Ruby, Thisuru, Ish, Rob, Sian, Georgette, Caitlin, Jason, Ryan, Chris and Katherine.

Liam and Stuart for their photography and film skills.

Bradley for designing the amazing logo
Redkite

All proceeds from the Snow Queen’s Heir go towards our chosen charity, Redkite. We will also be accepting donations on their behalf in the foyer after the show. Providing essential support to children, young people and their families through cancer has remained Redkite’s single focus for over 30 years.

Redkite is available with real and practical support from the moment of diagnosis, throughout treatment and when families return home to the community. Redkite’s support services include financial assistance, emotional support and education assistance. Financial assistance includes grants to help with expenses and financial counselling. Emotional support in hospitals is provided through social workers and music therapists, and support within the community includes telephone and email counselling, bereavement support and family days.

Redkite receives no government funding and relies entirely on the generosity of the community to provide these important services.

See more at www.redkite.org.au
**THE SUN REALM**

Sun Son (Gavin)  
Sun King (Ray)  
Sun Queen (Ellie)

Troll Mirror  
Inter-Realm Mirror  
Accurate Mirror  
Burning Mirror  
Bizzaro Mirror

Troll Mirror  
Inter-Realm Mirror  
Accurate Mirror  
Burning Mirror  
Bizzaro Mirror

Unify  
Simplify  
Mystify  
Magnify  
Terrify  
Glorify

Andrew Connell  
Patrick Whitelaw  
Emily Lloyd  
Alex McVey  
Lewis Graham  
Jack Dawson  
Mandy Moe Pwint Tu  
Emma Kitching  
Bronwyn Hughes  
John Hodge  
Alice Pugliese  
Sally McMaster  
Katherine Italiano  
Parveen Gupta

Corin Rowell // Magic Lady, Parent  
Corin was mail ordered from Scotland for this role then decided to stay because shipping is too expensive for a return trip.

Drew Thornton // Henrik, Weird Tree  
Drew really grew into his role.

Bradley Walker // Rufus, Johan  
When Bradley grows up he wants to be a certified professional spirit animal.

Byron Wheeler // Sound  
John Wick for president!!!

Patrick Whitelaw // Sun King (Ray)  
Dances like no one is watching... then realizes people ARE watching and collapses into a pile of embarrassment and shame.

Laura Williams // Snow Queen  
Otters have a pocket for their favourite rock!

Greetings!

Have a ceremony that needs officiating? contact Santa Claus. Complete with red coat, beard, and black boots.  
Accepts lactose-free milk and cookies as payment.

1 Candy Cane Lane, North Pole
**Nicola Macri // Bae, Inter-Realm Mirror Understudy**
Nicola and her reindeer costume are available to dance at children’s parties for a small fee. Call 0435-Not-Really-This-Is-A-Joke-But-Seriously-Now-That-I’m-Thinking-About-It-I’m-Totally-Up-For-It.

**Sally McMaster // Marta, Magnify**
Sally did not exist until yesterday. Until then, there was only a cactus shaped mass glowing and quivering in the dark beneath the theatre, whispering about the next phase of Marvel films.

**Alex McVey // Troll Mirror**
Once upon a time, Alex was rich and successful. Then a wicked witch turned him into an actor.

**Lois Mitchell // Stage Manager**
Lois is best known for her portrayal of Miss Moneypenny in the first fourteen James Bond films.

**Mandy Moe Pwint Tu // Burning Mirror, Perry**
There is maiden who plays with words, As days and nights sweep past: She builds and breaks embellished worlds And prays that they will last.

**Alice Pugliese // Mystifly, Snow Cone Machine Repair**
Guy Dancer 2
Pssst! Wanna hear a joke? Do you wanna build a snowman? No! You are such an O-laf

---

**WANTED**

**Inter-Realm Mirror.**
I smashed my last one and I’ll do the same to the new one if I don’t see what I want.
Contact the Sun Palace
~Gavin

**SIGN REPAIRS**
Are you sick of wondering what the walace walls are?
Well wonder no more my team of expert sign repair guys will have you outside the palace walls in no time.
~Bruce

**FLY SWATTERS**
Straight from rubbish-tip to you, those pesky flies carry germs and are always asking for food.
Keep your home fly-free with Louie’s Premium Fly Swats, now with extra sticky glue to stop them getting away from a second smack.
~Fireflies

---

**The Sun Daily**

**CLASSIFIEDS**

**Let Them Eat Steak**
The Sun King and Queen would like to invite all citizens to a realm wide BBQ outside the palace walls.

**JOB WANTED**
We’re sick of being swatted with newspapers and beaten with shoes.
We’re loyal, take commands and great at cleaning mirrors.
Will work for food, the standard of food does not matter.
~Fireflies

---

Pssssttt....

Looking for a real Christmas tree visit the Magic Lady just east of the walace walls.
**Snow Cone Machine Repair**

♫ The Snow Cone Machine Repair Guy does the best snow cone machine repairs!
When your snow cone machine needs repairing, call the Snow Cone Machine Repair Guy!♫

**You’re Invited**

To the Royal Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony

Also including a very special announcement

**Self Help**

Do you have trouble believing in yourself?
Do you want to know if you’re cut out for the job?
Are you struggling to find cat food?
Visit the Magic Lady on top of the hill

Partner a little too obsessed with their reindeer? Call the reindeer hotline on 1800-what-am-I-doing-with-my-life

**Molly’s Hats**

If you put it on your

**Sven Ironside // Kristoff**

Never expose Sven to bright light; never get him wet; and, most importantly: no matter how much he cries or begs, never, ever, ever feed him after midnight.

**Stephi Ivers // Emma, Santa**

Can now list meats at high speeds.

**Katherine Italiano // Frostd Maiden, Terrify**

Katherine isn’t a huge fan of bees because she thinks they’re terrifying.

**exclusive leaked pics!!!!**

The Sun Son has fire powers?!? SCANDALOUS
Bravely using them to protect our realm from the terrifying Snow Realm, INCREDIBLE
Soon to be the High Lord of all the Universe!

**Long Shine the Sun Son!**

**Emma Kitching // Bizarro Mirror, Digbee**

Emma’s Life advice: Just bee yourself.

**Emily Lloyd // Sun Queen (Ellie), Pretty Flower**

Emily is here to ask for a million pounds for a ten percent equity in her business.

**Alysha Macri // Anna**

Fun Fact: Cows have best friends.
Parveen Gupta // Snowvril Lavigne
Parveen’s nonchalance on stage doesn’t actually involve acting.

Adam Heap // Snow Cone Machine Repair Guy, Director
Adam took his role as co-director quite literally, by only making it to half of the rehearsals. He is also grateful to have clearly distinguished between his co-director Cat and his new fiancée Kat.

Laura Hodge // Gatsbee, Tortoise
Laura seems to spend her life either taking a long time to get anything done or madly buzzing around from one thing to the next.

John Hodge // Simplify
John is a card-carrying nerd, with experience in herding cats, annoying people, and weaving complete fabrications. This bio could be true or it could be completely false.

Daniel Hu // Cousin-ITT-Looking-Person
Daniel maintains that homophones are mean and confusing.

Bronwyn Hughes // Unifly
Last year Bronwyn was visited by the Ghost of Christmas past but she called the Ghostbusters. Since then no other spirits have visited and no lessons have been learnt.

PANTOSOC COMMITTEE
President: Katherine Italiano
Vice President: Amy Moylett
Secretary: Emma Kitching
Treasurer: Steven Correia
Webmaster: Bradley Walker
Ordinary Committee Members: Cam Butler, Bronwyn Hughes, Alex McVey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SELF HELP</th>
<th>WANTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Need to learn how to talk good?!</td>
<td>Scarves, beanies, gloves, coats, anything to disguise our identi- I mean our horrible disfigurements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact the palace el-o-cution coach</td>
<td>~Firebees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRODUCTION CREW
Directors: Cat Coetzer, Adam Heap
Head Writers: Adam Heap, Nicola Macri
Producers: Shanii Austin, Bronwyn Hughes
Charity Liaison: Sally McMaster
Stage Manager: Lois Mitchell
Lighting: Cam Butler
Sound: Byron Wheeler
Costume-Prop Makers: Steven Correia, Katherine Italiano
MEET THE CAST!

Avory Allen // Digbee, Christmas Card
Avory makes beanies, but when he makes beanies at pantomime they are the bees-knees.

Jono Astbury // Olaf
Christmas again? Snow problem.
I actually have snow idea what I’m doing.
I snow what you did last Christmas.
You’ve got snow idea what’s coming.
There’s snow way they’re getting away with this.
A pretty smart guy, he’s really in the snow.

Shanii Austin // Hare, Molly the Hat Merchant
Shanii has always dreamed of a white Christmas but could only find instant snow in the cupboards at work ... it’s just not the same.

Ruby Breen // Rubee, Child
Apparently Ruby’s name has been spelled with a ’y’ all along, and she is beeterly disappointed.

Cam Butler // Lighting
Cam is a butt. A big stinky butt.

Cat Coetzer // The Disembodied Voice of the Whispering Wind, Director
Yes.

Steven Correia // Sk8er Boi
Steven is currently in control of all of the society’s money...umm, I mean...what money? We never had any money!!

Sarah Coulton // Willoughbee, Snow Cone Machine Repair Guy Dancer 1, Creepy Bird Understudy
Please don’t make Sarah sing the jingle again, she’s far too bzzy.

Jack Dawson // Accurate Mirror, Bartelbee
Jack Dawson is a normal Human Person just like the many Human People around him, and is definitely NOT the Loch Ness Monster squeezed into a human disguise. Whoever told you otherwise is lying, and is really smelly and mean.

Lewis Graham // Inter-Realm Mirror, Creepy Bird
Lewis wasn’t actually in the pantomime. He just showed up backstage and no one was able to get rid of him.

The Snowy Inn
Presents:
The Creepy Bird

This Tuesday Night sit back enjoy a hot cocoa and listen to the Creepy Birds as he comments on life, the wilderness, and the economy through his unique form of beat poetry.
Don’t miss out. He’s really elusive.